
 

 

WEST MONTGOMERY COUNTY CITIZENS ASSOCIATION 

P.O. Box 59335 ● Potomac, Maryland  20854 

Founded 1947 

 

December 18, 2022 
 
D. Lee Currey, Director 
Water and Science Administration 
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE) 
Montgomery Park 
1800 Washington Blvd., Ste. 4502 
Baltimore, MD 21230-1718 
lee.currey@maryland.gov  
 
Subject: Request Disapproval of Certain Proposed Amendments to the Montgomery County Water and 
Sewer Plan and Sewer Category Change Requests        
 
Dear Director Currey:  
 
On October 25, 2022 the Montgomery County Council adopted three resolutions for the following:  
 

(1) Resolution No. 19-1423 Proposed amendments to the text of the County’s existing Ten-Year 
Water and Sewer Plan;  
(2) Resolution No. 19-1425 Five related sewer category changes based on those amendments; 
and  
(3) Resolution No. 19-1426 One sewer category change not based on the proposed 
amendments.   
 

For the reasons set forth in the attached materials, we request that the following proposed 
amendments and the six sewer category change requests contained in those resolutions be disapproved 
pursuant to Section 9-507 Md Code, Environment Article:  
 

1.  New Chapter 1 Section II.G.5. Community Service for Commercial Land Uses and Related 
Category Change Requests WSCCR 20-TRV-14A: Transquest and WSCCR 20-TRV-15A: Travilah 
Oak (ATTACHMENT 1) 
2.  Revisions to Chapter I Section II.G.3.:  Community Service for Properties Abutting Community 
System Mains and related Category Change Requests WSCCR 20-TRV-03A: Ashwani & Janak 
Arora and WSCCR 20-TRV-05A: Ravinder & Rita Kapoor (ATTACHMENT 2) 
3.  New Chapter 1 Section II.G.3.c: Transfer of an Abutting Mains Single Service Connection 
Qualification and related Sewer Category Request WSCCR 20-TRV-09A: Sami and Siham Ainane 
(ATTACHMENT 3) 
4. Category Change Request WSCCR 21-TRV-03A: David Mohebbi (ATTACHMENT 4) 
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In addition to the clear bases requiring disapproval described below, we note our additional concerns.  
Every one of these amendments and related category changes are being proposed solely to satisfy the 
requests of six individual owners of RE-2 (2 acre) developed properties in Potomac. Several have been 
denied multiple times in the past. The assumption appears to be that the initial costs of construction of 
these new mains, all in low density areas and some over a mile long with engineering challenges, will be 
paid for by the property owners. However, even if they can afford to build these extensions, some 
entirely in public rights of way, ensuring the adequacy of design, capacity, construction and “eternal” 
maintenance and response to failures becomes the responsibility of WSSC and its ratepayers. This at a 
time when WSSC financing for sewer service, especially in Unserved and Underserved areas, is a major 
priority and challenge.   
 
Furthermore, the unconventional, unprecedented nature of each and the urgency in getting them 
pushed through before October 31, 2022 was palpable and reflected throughout in staff reports and 
testimony and comments by Council Members. Staff repeatedly cautioned that these were changes 
raising multiple issues and that they were subject to disapproval by MDE. In addition, although 
technically beating the Election Year Prohibitions by six days, all the Council members were losing their 
current Council seats. All were either standing for reelection to the Council just days later or were 
running for other elective offices during this election year.   
 
We have tried to provided citations and links to what we believe are the critical exhibits and testimony 
within this Word document. However, this is often unwieldy given the hundreds of documents and 
hours of testimony. Each statement that we make can be verified in the records of these amendments 
and the requests, some of which go back many years. If there is a need for additional verification, please 
tell us and we will forward the link or the documents themselves to you. If you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact us.  Thank you very much for your consideration of our request for 
disapproval of certain proposed amendments to the Montgomery County Water and Sewer Plan and 
sewer category change requests.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
    /s/ 
Kenneth Bawer 
WMCCA Board Member 
 
    /s/ 
Susanne Lee 
Vice President  
West Montgomery County Citizens Association  
 
cc: 
Jeannie Haddaway-Riccio, Secretary of Natural Resources 
Department of Natural Resources 
jeannie.riccio@maryland.gov  
 
Sandra B. Schrader, Acting Secretary of Planning 
Department of Planning 
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sandra.schrader@maryland.gov  
 
Attachments 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 
Chapter I, Section II.G.5 Community Service for Commercial Land Uses Amendment and Related 
Category Change Requests WSCCR 20-TRV-14A  Transquest and WSCCR 20-TRV-15A Travilah Oak  
 
This amendment is proposed solely in response to requests for water and sewer extensions made by 
two property owners. However, the amendment will be applicable and impact all properties outside the 
current sewer envelope, except those in the Agricultural Reserve and Rural Zones. One property owner 
is currently operating as Travilah Oak LLC and the other as Transquest LLC. Both are located far outside 
the public sewer service envelope. Two sewer extensions would be required, each 5,300 ft., and 
constructed in the public right of way. The Travilah Oak request is for a property zoned commercial NR-
0.75 that has been operating as a shopping center on septic for many years. Continued septic use at this 
site was confirmed in the Potomac Subregion Master Plan including a specific reference to the shopping 
center. Exhibit A. Current tenants include a convenience store, a day care center, a Domino’s Pizza, a dry 
cleaner, a veterinary clinic, a K9 Aquatic Center, a restaurant, a nail salon, and miscellaneous offices.   
 
The Transquest request is for a 2-acre lot zoned RE-2 (residential 2 acre) developed with a single-family 
home and located diagonally across from the Travilah Oak shopping center.  Commercial zoning for the 
site was specifically rejected in the Potomac Subregion Master Plan. Exhibit B. Transquest states it wants 
to build a 135-seat restaurant on the property, a use barred in this RE-2 zone. He proposes to do so 
under the guise of a Country Inn. This use is likewise barred in this RE-2 zone except if, when, and as 
approved as a Conditional Use by the Office of Zoning and Administrative Hearings. (Montgomery 
County Zoning Code at Section 7.3.1). Transquest LLC has not submitted an application for a conditional 
use for the property and no commercial use has been approved for the site. 
(https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/OZAH/Application_and_Notices.html) 
 
The shopping center owner has applied for sewer service multiple times and was joined recently by 
Transquest. All these requests have been denied because it is the undisputed, unanimous finding of the 
County’s DEP, the County Executive, and the Montgomery County Planning Board that public sewer to 
these sites is barred under the Potomac Subregion Master Plan. Approval would require amending the 
Subregion Master Plan to deal with these two requests. A Countywide amendment is not required. As a 
result, a conscious decision was made to defer action on these requests and any related amendments. It 
was repeatedly and specifically stated by the County Executive that nothing regarding these requests 
would be included in the current proposed updates to the Water and Sewer Plan. The County Executive 
transmitted the proposed update of the Water and Sewer Plan to the County Council for consideration 
and specifically stated that these two requests and any related policy changes were not included. Exhibit 
C.  The County Council in turn posted the official public hearing notice and transmitted the County 
Executive updates to the Water and Sewer Plan to the Montgomery County Planning Board and WSSC. 
These did not include the requests or any potential policy change or amendment to address the 
requests. Exhibit D. As a result, they were not the subject of the Council Public Hearing and likewise not 
the subject of the Montgomery County Planning Board public hearing, deliberations or 
recommendations regarding the Water and Sewer Plan Update. They were also not subject to comment 
by WSSC.   
 
It was not until October 17, 2022, one day before the County Council straw vote on the entire Water and 
Sewer Plan that the language of the proposed amendment was disclosed to the public for the first time, 
albeit even then buried in a Staff Report. 
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https://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/council/Resources/Files/agenda/cm/2022/20221017/2022101
7_TE2.pdf  
 
 The proposed amendment must be disapproved for the following reasons.  
 
1. No required public hearing.  The proposed amendment violates Md.Code.Ann., Environment Sec. 9-
503(d) which requires that before the County Council “adopts any amendment to its county plan” the 
County Council must “(1) Conduct a public hearing on the …amendment…and (ii) Give the principal 
elected official…notice of the…amendment at least 14 days before the hearing.“ It is undisputed that no 
public hearing was conducted regarding the proposed amendment.     
 
2. No required Montgomery County Planning Board review and certification. The proposed amendment 
also violates Md.Code.Ann., Environment Secs. 9-506 (a)(1)(i) and (ii)  which require that before the 
County Council “may adopt [an]…amendment to the county plan” the Council must “submit the… 
amendment to each official planning agency that has jurisdiction in the county, including any 
comprehensive planning agency with areawide jurisdiction, for review and comment within a 30-day 
period for consistency with planning programs for the area; and (ii) The county planning agency shall 
certify that…the amendment is consistent with the county comprehensive plan.” It is undisputed that 
the proposed amendment was never submitted to the Montgomery County Planning Board and was 
never certified as consistent with the county comprehensive plan.  
 
3. The proposed amendment is inconsistent with basic land use and sewer service plans, policies and 
statutes. Except for the Agricultural Reserve and certain Rural zones, under the proposed amendment 
sewer can be extended by right anywhere outside the planned community service envelope for any 
commercial or merely proposed commercial use. This results in a clear conflict with the sewer provisions 
of the Potomac Subregion Master and likely any master plans and sector plans for areas outside the 
community sewer envelope. It is inconsistent with the core structure and principles for the planning, 
construction, financing, and maintenance of sewer service set forth in the County Water and Sewer 
Plan. County Water and Sewer Plan at Chapter 1, Sections I-IV. It is inconsistent with and in fact the 
antithesis of State statutes governing Smart Growth, including the Tiering System which focuses 
infrastructure growth within the established sewer envelope. County Water and Sewer Plan, Chapter 2, 
section III.A. Legal Requirements and Other Policy Guidance including Figure 2-48: Smart Growth Areas 
and Figure 2-F-10: Land Use, Zoning, Population Density, and General Sewerage Service Envelope. As 
such the amendment violates a basic objective of the Water and Sewer plan to: “Support the State of 
Maryland Smart Growth initiatives that direct State funding for public services and infrastructure to 
identified growth areas and promote the use of onsite water supply and wastewater disposal systems to 
limit development density in the Agricultural Reserve and lower-density wedge area.” County Water and 
Sewer Plan at Chapter 1, Section 1.A Plan Goals and Objectives. 
 
4. The proposed amendment allows unlimited numbers of extensions by right to any commercial uses or 
possible commercial uses anywhere outside the envelope, no matter the size or type of commercial use 
or the length of the extension or number of abutting properties that can hook up. Because it places no 
limits on the amount and type of infrastructure that can be constructed, it creates potentially massive 
financial and capacity issues for WSSC. This in conflict with the detailed calculations and planning 
approaches set forth in the County’s Water and Sewer Plan: Chapter 1 Section III General Policies for 
Water Supply and Sewage Systems Facilities, Section IV Water and Sewage Systems Financing, and 
Chapter 4 Sewerage Systems.  While the Amendment was never given a public hearing and required 
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review and comment by WSSC, the Agency had described the types of technical and resource issues it 
will face if it is enacted. In its review of the Travilah and Transquest requests for example, it listed 
multiple unresolved issues it identified in the construction and operation of the two 5,300 ft lines to 
those sites, including that WSSC, not the property owners, will be responsible for the perpetual 
maintenance and repair of them. Exhibit E. Additional system wide issues concerning the amendment 
itself were identified by WSSC in a statement inserted in the October 3, 2022 Staff Report. These include 
not just the design and approval of the engineering plans but also the capacity of the entire system 
given that it will involve “properties outside the planned sewer envelope (not previously assumed in 
capacity calculations) which would drain into the Potomac Interceptor where WSSC Water is subject to 
average and peak flow allocations.” Exhibit F.   
 
5. The plain language of the amendment is internally inconsistent and illogical and it bars approval of the 
Travilah and Transquest requests.       
 

A. It states it is to support “commercial service… such as…day-care facilities” but then also states 
that properties eligible are restricted to “commercial uses as defined in the Montgomery County 
Zoning Ordinance.” Day care facilities are specifically not a commercial use under the Zoning 
Ordinance. They are Institutional Uses. Exhibit G. 

    
B. Eligible properties include not just commercial properties but also “those…with proposed 
commercial uses” and includes this - “[p]roperties with residential structures …proposed to be 
converted to a commercial use may be considered for community service.”  It requires no 
evidence of approval of a commercial use – just a wish. Commercial uses are governed by the 
strict requirements of the zoning code and if the property is not already approved for a 
commercial use it would require enactment of a Zoning Text Amendment (ZTA) or approval of a 
Conditional Use (CU). Such is the case of the Transquest property zoned RE-2 and specifically 
denied commercial use in the Potomac Subregion Master Plan. But approval for sewer would be 
by right under the proposed amendment and there are no limits on when the proposed 
commercial use has to become an actual commercial use, if ever.  What happens if a property 
owner goes ahead and constructs the sewer main but does not seek or obtain approval for a 
commercial use or does but just doesn’t construct or operate a commercial use. Can an existing 
or newly constructed non-commercial use hook up now that they abut the main?  And can 
others all along the main hook up under the abutting mains or failed septic polices. How will this 
possibly be enforced given that all a property owner need do is to continue to say that they are 
still planning a commercial use.  
 
C. The proposed amendment states that with four exceptions, “[t]he provisions of this… policy 
(allowances, restrictions, procedural requirements) parallel those established in the Private 
Institutional Facilities (PIF) policy (see II.G.4, preceding)”. This statement is at worst dead wrong 
or at the least incomprehensible.  The PIF provisions are extensive and the amendment clearly 
does not parallel those in the PIF policy nor even identify those that do apply.  
 
For example, the PIF policy has this restriction at II.G.4.a.: “PIF Uses Affected by Specific Master 
Plan Service Policy Recommendations   This policy cannot be used to justify the provision of 
community service where a local area master plan specifically recommends against the use of 
community service for PIF uses, or for any use in general.” Since there is no exception from this 
policy in the proposed amendment, presumably it applies. As a result, the Travilah and 
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Transquest sewers requests are barred because they would violate the clear requirements of 
the Potomac Subregion Master Plan. 

 
Further PIF restrictions include the following. Do they likewise apply to requests made under the 
proposed amendment or not?  The proposed amendment is entirely unclear.  
 

 No new WSSC Water owned and operated pumping stations can be required. 
 It cannot open up service to other ineligible properties.  
 A concept plan must be developed and have been reviewed by the 

Development Review Committee.  
 County Council Case by Case Review is required – cannot be approved 

administratively. 
 Approvals are conditioned upon Planning Board approval of a preliminary 

subdivision plan which substantially conforms with a concept plan reviewed by 
the County Council.  

 
6. The proposed amendment violates the regulatory and statutory requirements that underpin the 
Development Review process.  The amendment states that the mere submission of a category request 
prior to the approval of the amendment results in the waiver of the requirements for a concept plan and 
its consideration by the Development Review Committee (DRC).  Submission of a concept plan and DRC 
review is critical to ensuring that multiple statutory and regulatory requirements have been met, 
including but not limited to the Montgomery County zoning and land development requirements, State, 
Federal and County environmental statutes and regulations, State and County Forest Conservation 
requirements, and Department of Transportation, State Highway, Rustic Roads, Public Utility and WSSC 
requirements. The County Council lacks the authority to waive these requirements and the DRC process 
that ensures compliance with them. 
https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/montgomerycounty/latest/montgomeryco_md_comcor/0-0-0-
86920 
https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Adopted-and-Approved-Chapter-50-an 
d-59-Administrative-Procedures-Regulations.pdf  
 
With regard to Travilah and Transquest, it is undisputed that neither has submitted the required concept 
plan and neither has undergone the required Development Review Process. See Statement of Keith 
Levchencko, Senior Legislative Analyst, Montgomery County Council at Transportation and Environment 
Committee meeting on October 3, 2022 at approximately time marker 48:34. Therefore, there was 
never the required analysis and determination that they met any of the statutory and regulatory 
requirements applicable to development on their properties. MDE must therefore disapprove this 
amendment because it waives these requirements and neither the County Council nor MDE has the 
authority to waive the Federal, State and local statutes and regulations applied and enforced through 
the DRC process.   
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ATTACHMENT 2 
 
Revisions to Chapter I, Section II.G.3.: Community Service for Properties Abutting Community System 
Mains and related Sewer Category Requests WSCCR 20-TRV-03A: Ashwani & Janak Arora and WSCCR 
20-TRV-05A: Ravinder & Rita Kapoor 
 
We do not oppose the sewer category request to allow the Arora property to hook up to the main that 
currently abuts their property. This approval can be done immediately administratively without any 
amendment to the Water and Sewer Plan. We request that you disapprove this proposed amendment 
to the abutting mains policy that would allow extensions to other parts of a property that do not abut 
the main and to other properties that would then also abut the extended main. Such extensions are not 
necessary because the qualifying property already is eligible and can be approved administratively. The 
proposed amendment is particularly egregious because on its face it will, through its application to the 
Kapoor property, facilitate a violation of the Piney Branch Restricted Access Sewer Policy. Both the 
Planning Board and the County Executive recommended denial in part because it would result in a 
violation of the Piney Branch Restricted Access Sewer Policy.  
  
The amendment does not require any evidence of a technical inability to hook up. There are no limits to 
ensure they are not, as here, using it to facilitate a violation of special protection area restrictions or 
Master Plan provisions regarding sewer service in low density areas.  
 
Furthermore, the amendment bizarrely does not even require that the property that already abuts and 
provides the sole basis for what could be long extensions and multiple other properties to abut must 
actually construct the main and hook up to it. In fact, here the Aurora property owners have no 
intention of doing so. See this recent request for subdivision of the Aurora property accepted by Park 
and Planning Staff on December 1, 2022. It includes the current Aurora house and its septic system and 
3 new lots. All four, including the current house, will be developed on septic, with no construction of or 
connection to community sewer mains.   
https://eplans.montgomeryplanning.org/UFS/33770/106885/07-PREL-120230050-003.pdf/07-PREL-
120230050-003.pdf_V3/07-PREL-120230050-003.pdf   
https://eplans.montgomeryplanning.org/UFS/33770/106887/01-SOJ-120230050.pdf/01-SOJ-
120230050.pdf_V2/01-SOJ-120230050.pdf 
 
So, under the proposed amendment, the Kapoor property owners, who do not abut a main, but are now 
receiving a category change, could build the main extension entirely by themselves and thus make 
themselves a main that they could then abut. This turns the abutting mains policy upside down and 
facilitates development and sewer sprawl in low density areas and in violation of policies such as the 
Piney Branch Restricted Access Policy.  
 
A primary objective of the Piney Branch Restricted Access Policy is to “limit the growth of public sewer-
dependent development within and near this environmentally-sensitive watershed, particularly within 
the areas of the watershed zoned for one-and two-acre development.” Water and Sewer Plan at 
Appendix C: Exceptional Service Policies and Recommendations II.L.: Piney Branch Watershed. The 
Kapoor and Arora and Kapoor properties are zoned RE -1 and RE-2 respectively and both are clearly 
within the Piney Branch Watershed.  
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 In order to be eligible for community sewer service, properties within the Piney Branch watershed must 
satisfy at least one of six very specific conditions. The owners of the Kapoor property have requested 
community sewer service multiple times in the past. It is clear that the property does not satisfy any of 
the conditions, is precisely the type of property that is not to receive community service, and the 
requests were denied. Now, through the proposed amendment the Council has knowingly approved 
what it hopes is a work around that contradicts and undermines the Piney Branch restrictions and 
miraculously now makes the Kapoor abut a main and therefore be eligible for community service. This 
amendment will apply throughout the County and provide endless extensions to properties that are 
clearly not eligible for service including those in special protection and other low-density areas.  
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ATTACHMENT 3: 
 
New Chapter 1, Section II.G.3.c : Transfer of an Abutting Mains Single Service Connection Qualification 
and related Sewer Category Request WSCCR 20-TRV-09A Sami and Siham Ainane 
 
This proposed amendment must be disapproved because it would insert text into the Water and Sewer 
Plan that is close to incomprehensible, unprecedented, and for which there is absolutely no need. For 
whatever reason, this property owner made a conscious decision to develop this property a certain way. 
As a result, they cannot obtain another hook up for a portion of the property. Without reaching back 
into the specifics of the long history of this request, we recall something about the location of the tennis 
court. County staff from both DEP and the Planning Board spent considerable effort and several years 
ago found a solution that would allow the hook up the owner seeks through a minor resubdivision. It 
requires the submission of a resubdivision application but the property owner has failed to do so. 
Following a description of the convoluted text and the highly unusual nature of the amendment, Council 
Staff confirmed that there was a straightforward administrative solution and that the amendment is 
solely to save the property owner the bother of having to spend the time and effort to submit the 
application. See Statements of Keith Levchenko, Senior Legislative Analyst, Montgomery County Council, 
during the Transportation and Environment Committee Meeting on October 17, 2022 beginning at 
approximately time marker 1:33 and at the County Council Session on October 25, 2022 at 
approximately time marker 2:42.  
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ATTACHMENT 4: 
 
County Council Resolution No 19-1426     WSCCR 21-TRV-03A David Mohebbi 
 
This proposed extension of public sewer service must be disapproved because it is undisputed that there 
has been no finding of a documented non-repairable septic failure on the property as required by 
Chapter 1, Sections  II.G.2.a. and III.C.4.a. Nor is there any other basis for a category change. A future 
connection to the property was being pursued under the Peripheral Sewer Policy. Then the home owner 
began to raise questions about a possible septic problem. Council, County Executive, and DEP staff 
repeatedly stated that if that was the case, DPS and the property owner just needed to meet on site and 
if a failure was documented an extension could be approved immediately administratively. Council staff 
stated repeatedly that because there was no documented failure there was no basis for approval and 
that the category change approval was subject to disapproval by MDE. See for example the statements 
of Keith Levchenko, Senior Legislative Analyst, Montgomery County Council at the October 17, 2022 
Transportation and Environment Committee meeting beginning at approximately time marker 1:39.  
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EXHIBIT A: 
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EXHIBIT B: 
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EXHIBIT C-1: 
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EXHIBIT C-2: 
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EXHIBIT D: 
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EXHIBIT E-1: 
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EXHIBIT E-2 
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EXHIBIT F-1 
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EXHIBIT F-2: 
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EXHIBIT F-3: 
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EXHIBIT G: 

 


